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in try block in Java? If I have try{ //some of code } catch (Exception e){ //do something } finally{

//some of code } my question is how to know what happens in each line of code? Since the
condition of the try, except and finally is independent. I know the except catch was used to handle
the exception occurred, but what happened inside the try, except? A: ...since the condition of the

try, except and finally is independent... No, all three blocks are conditionally executed. The
exception handling block is executed if the try block threw a checked exception, otherwise it is
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skipped. I know the except catch was used to handle the exception occurred... No, this means that
the catch block is executed if any exception is thrown, not that the catch block is only executed if a
particular exception is thrown. The finally block is always executed regardless of what happens in
the catch block. If execution of the try block threw an exception, that exception was propagated to

the finally block, where it will be caught (either by the catch block or, if there isn't one, by the
closest enclosing try block). Here's a simple example, using a class that both throws an exception
and rethrows it. The catch block is executed because an exception is thrown, so the finally block is
skipped. public class TryThenCatchFinally { public void notGood() throws Exception {} public void

good() throws Exception { try { notGood(); } catch (Exception e) { System.out.println("Caught
exception in good method: " +
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